Master Grounding Kits

As a manufacturer of best in class
aluminum radiators for over 30 years,
we can tell you with confidence that
only a very small percentage of
customized vehicles are grounded
properly. Poor grounding leads to all
kinds of difficult to troubleshoot
problems. Poor grounding can also
promote electrolysis, which can lead to
the failure of an aluminum radiator,
head gaskets, or intake gaskets.
Our Master Grounding Kits have been
designed to eliminate the guesswork
and provide you with the exact parts
you need to get the job done right the
first time. In addition, they are a vital
component in preventing electrolysis
damage to cooling system components.

Our grounding kits include the right selection of cables and parts as well as
full color step-by-step instructions so that you can easily install them!

We offer them for import or domestic vehicles with front or rear located batteries. Each kit includes the following:
Assortment of Pre-Made Cables
Each of the included cables is assembled from tinned Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) wire which meets the American
Wire Gauge (AWG) specification. All ring terminals are super thick tin-plated stock. Tinned cable and tin-plated
ring terminals provide excellent resistance to corrosion and oxidation, which can cause standard cables to break
down over time. Finally, all terminations are insulated with adhesive lined heat shrink tubing to keep the elements
out ensuring that they’ll hold up for the long haul. No shortcuts here!
ALL of the Hardware You’ll Require to Install the Kit
We’re a stickler for details so we also include the exact Grade 5 hardware required to achieve the best possible
connection between the cable and grounding point – including zinc plated internal / external star washers for every
mechanical connection. This ensures a trouble free installation for years to come.
Step-By-Step Instructions
Full color photos will guide you every step of the way. No special tools are required to install our kits – just
common every day hand tools and a 3/8-16 tap.
Our Master Grounding Kits exude the exact level of quality our customers have come to expect of Ron Davis Racing
Products and they work! We can’t recommend them highly enough. Call to place your order today!
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